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Haber 1 deserves the credit of having determined the
importance of the potential at unattackable cathodes in the
reduction of nitrobenzene. Later Lob and Moore2 experi-
mentally proved for a whole series of cathode metals and
additions that with equal cathode potentials the results are
always qualitatively and quantitatively the same; but if
the potential is neglected the most varied products result.
But the potential is only a measure for the reduction energy
if the total current work is essentially employed for the reduc-
tion process, and if greater quantities of it are not used up for
accomplishing certain other work at the electrodes. Cases
in which this occurs have been observed by Russ/3 and by
Haber and Iluss.4 They tried to explain these, as touched
upon in the first chapter. It appears, namely, that the elec-
tric energy necessary for a certain fixation of the potential
of the cathode often depends not only upon the chemical
material of the cathode, but also upon its surface and its pre-
vious treatment. Retarding or accelerating influences can occur
at the electrode; a pre-polarization especially can convert it into
an active labile condition, whose cause—perhaps the formation
of a gas film absorbed by the electrode—has not yet been
explained. If the renewal of such a gas film, or more gen-
erally speaking, the restoration of the changeable electrode
conditions, demands appreciable quantities of the total work,
the potential^ can no longer serve solely as an expression for
the chemical changes at the cathode.
Lob arid Moore have experimentally proven the decisive
importance of the potential in the reduction of nitrobenzene;
the electrodes investigated by them were riot seriously affected
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